The Incredible Bubble Show Activity Page
You can make great bubble solution at home.

Create a “bubble window” for Incredible Bubbles

Mix 1 cup of dishwashing soap into 10 cups of tap water. Stir gently to mix
the soap and water. Non-Ultra Joy dishwashing soap works best. Dollar
General and Family Dollar stores usually have non-Ultra Joy. Remember
not to taste or drink the bubble solution or get it in your eyes.
Bubbles that float in the air are always: ______________________
Choose from: square, triangle, round, rectangle, oval
What size bubbles can you make?
Circle all the words that apply: tiny, small, big, giant, huge, large
You need three things to make bubbles: a soap and water mixture (bubble
solution), a bubble maker, and air. Where can you find the air?
____________________________________________________
Use your imagination to put on a pair of “bubble eye” glasses. Look at
things around your house that: have an opening to stretch the bubble
solution across, have no sharp edges that will hurt your hands, and are
light enough to wave over your head. If something has all three things, it
might make a great bubble maker. What bubble makers did you find?
____________________________________________________
What happens when you touch a bubble? _____________________
How long do bubbles last? _________________________________
Choose from: a few seconds, a few minutes, a few hours, forever

Enjoy making bubbles - learning plus lots of good, clean fun!

Materials: 2 straight drinking straws, 48” - 56” of yarn or string, ruler and
scissors.
Insert the yarn or string into both straws. Arrange the straws on a flat surface
to make a rectangle. The longest section should be between 12” & 14” wide.
Tie a knot, tie a second knot in the same place. Trim the excess and pull the knot
into one of the straws.
Holding the straws together with both hands, dip the bubble window and your
fingers into your container of bubble solution. Remove the bubble window and
let the excess bubbles drip back into the container.
Carefully open the bubble window holding onto the straws. Gather air inside the
bubble window and touch the straws together to release a bubble. The more air
inside, the larger the bubble.
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